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SHAPING HABITATS WITH WATER IN
POOLS AND RIFFLES

Robert Newbury                     Canadian Rivers Institute

Some truths to start with:
1. riffles are a state of flow

2. riffles require hydraulic design

3. riffles might be useful structures for 
stream habitat restoration: some examples

inconvenient truths?
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hydraulically formed habitat compartments

1. what is a state of flow

the
“rock”

click

Prandtl 1928
click
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the fish problem: living in a neutrally buoyant world

HORSESHOE VORTEX

ROCK
Re = 1,050,000  Fr = 0.6

Re = 150,000
RETURN EDDY

Fr = 1

Re = 80,000
Fr = 0.15

flow separations into habitat compartments 
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99% of the tank 
raised cutthroat fry 
are flushed from 
their choice of the 
wrong compartment 
in the first freshet
(Bates PhD thesis 
2002) 

click
smaller scale states of flow
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if the compartment is too fast, hide

current

caddis flies

Tommi Linnannsarni UNB

black flies Fr = 1.0

…… or hang on
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2. riffles require hydraulic design

the rock between floods: human habitat

In design there are 3 states of flow to work 
with in the stream, all having the same 
same energy: 

1. sub-critical Fr < 1
2. critical  Fr = 1
3. super-critical  Fr >1       and
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H Dn Dc 

Z

V / 2gn 
2

V / 2gc 
2

H (losses?)

energy line

undular jump

1.6 m 1.0 m

For no backwater effects, the state of the 
flow can be changed if the sum of the 
energy components does not change

Dn + Vn2/2g = Z + Dc + Vc
2/2g

A no-flood riffle constructed to retain gravel and low flow 
depths next to a trailer park with junkyard dogs. The height 
of the riffle crest can be only 0.3 m.
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two design options:

A

B

Option A backflooding: high riffles backflood the pools,  
depths are controlled by critical flow at the riffle crest.

Option B no flooding: low riffles allow the normal depth 
to be achieved below the next riffle upstream.

riffle initiation in a straightened alluvial channel 
as cross-bar flows @ 2π width

click
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For backwater effects and deeper pools, the channel 
may be stepped between elevated riffle crests

click

3. two common riffle and pool habitat restoration cases

National Park

Agricultural Land

case1: low gradient interior streams (walleye, suckers, carp)
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natural meandering alluvial stream in the National Park

the channelized stream as it leaves the park
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bankfull flood flow

natural re-construction
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un-natural re-construction

what does a riffle look like?

biologist: “the only 
spawning fish in this 

stream are on this 
ford crossing 

..…hmm”
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profile of a walleye spawning riffle 

1.13m 1.1m

energy line

0.4m

0.19m

0.54m

riffle

energy analysis to determine the riffle
height required to backflood the eroding
channel and re-access the floodplain
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the designed pool and riffle profile

riffle construction

click
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three years later

 

9 years later
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diverted channel 1978

“big digger
logs”

case 2: high gradient coastal streams (salmon, trout)

by 1982 no spawning gravels retained 

“digger bridges”?
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energy
analysis

stepped
channel

design
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as constructed flat crest Chum and Pink 
salmon spawning riffles

click

as constructed V crest Coho spawning riffles           
and over-wintering pools

click
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cover

scour 
pool

v shaped 
riffle

the riffle as we see it in human habitat time

Three Special Cases  - 1: Urban Protection

riffles 
designed 
to protect 
buried
pipes
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1991
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1994

successful Carp hunters (gloves?)
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Special Case 2: Dam Removal

original 
lake

cut through dam

elevated
short
connection

riffles
designed
to
minimize
length,
depth 
& cost
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click

fish passage test with 0.5 cum/s pumped flow 

fish passage test for approval
Vmax 1.6 m/s Lmax 7m 
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note no decay of tree stumps in 50 years

slot in dam

Special Case 3: Fish Passage

riffle
designed
to back-
flood a
barrier
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The launching depth at low and moderate flows is less 
than 20 cm deep below the dam.

development of 
launching 
depth (Stuart 
1962).

design
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riffles 
designed 
not to 
backflood
a licensed 
dam 
spillway
rating 
curve

back-flooded dam
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Civil Proof: 
the 1:100 year flood 
passes over the 
spillway at critical 
velocity and 
decelerates in a 
hydraulic jump in 
the subcritical pool 
formed behind the 
first riffle, 
preserving the 
original dam rating 
curve.

No one goes to jail.

the fish proof
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courses: unb.ca/cri
THE END

dummy proof?


